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**Question development:** The term *Anthropogenic* of this workshop may strike the participants as rather tautological to man-made outdoor space development. While the term itself captures this sense of human existence, *ICT* and *The Virtual* often fall outside of outdoor spatial composition.

Can technologically mediated spaces have their origin in the activities of man?

**Part:** Technology and the Anthroops

1. Is outdoor technology directed towards the human, towards his/her activities?
2. Critical inquire of the terms Technology, Anthropogenic and Co-creation
3. Disadvantages of ICT: depression, anxiety and problematic screen-driven actions
4. Does CyberParks respond to the *End of Outdoor Anthropos*? Can it reverse the condition?

**Part II:** Co-Creation as planned behavior

1. CyberParks as an *adjucment* to contemporary outdoor behaviours, communications, activity patterns etc.
2. Identification of different types of Technologies of Space and Co-creation approaches
3. Cases and spesification of outcomes of co-creation approaches

**Part III:** What kind of Technologies allow for the interiorization of *Anthropos in public space?*

1. Anthropogenic Spaces and engagement with the public
2. Aspects of localised knowledge and leverage of human cognition and creativity
3. Are CyberParks such spaces?

**Conclusions**

**Learning goals**

1. After this module participants will have been embeded in a critical inquire of ICT benefits
2. After this module participants will be introduced on a series of Outdoor Technologies of Space.
3. After this module participants will be able to shift the focus of contemporary co-creation methods towards the human (the Anthroops)
4. After this module participants will be able to attempt imagine their roles in outdoor urban space development as co-designers or initiators of an ICT-mediated landscape
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